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Corrigendum

Certain inadvertent errors have been noticed in Order dated 28.3.2018 in Petition No. 104/MP/2017 (Adani Power Ltd V UHBVNL & anr) and the same are rectified as under:

- In line 11 of para 42, page 38, the figures and words ‘1558.02 MW \[1424/(1.2.85\%)/(1.6.38\%)]’ shall be read as ‘1565.66 MW \[1424/(1.2.85\%)/(1.6.38\%)]’.

- In line 13 of para 42, page 38, the figures and words ‘\£485.35 crore \[=616.81 \times (1558.02 \text{ MW}/1980 \text{ MW})\]’ shall be read as ‘\£487.74 crore \[=616.81 \times (1565.66 \text{ MW}/1980 \text{ MW})\]’

- In line 18 of para 42, page 38, the figure ‘12.38\%’ shall be read as ‘12.44\%’.

- In the last line of para 42, page 38, the figure ‘485.35’ shall be read as ‘487.74’.

- In line 8 of para 44, page 39, the figure ’12.38\%’ shall be read as ‘12.44\%’ and the figure ‘485.35’ shall be read as ‘487.74’

3. All the other terms contained in the order dated 28.3.2018 remains unchanged.
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